
,

I have read your article in the July 13 issue of the J. A. M. A., and
I wondered whether: you could forward me a reprint' of this sometime. It would
actually be very valuable if I could be put on your regular mailing list for
reprints, since I always seem to be requesting these of you.

We have been increasingly worried about the possibility of
B virus infections in our staff handling monkeys. As yet, we have never
isolated a B virus in Australia, but this, of course, could be false security.
Probably the reason for the failure, is that our monkeys are allowed to
acclimatise without more handling than is provided in T. B. testing, for
periods of at least 6 months before use. This is actually to allow intercurrent
virus infections to run their course and let us have tissue culture material
reasonably free from this kind of infection.
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Dr. A. E. Sabin,
Children's Hospital Research
Foundation,

University of Cincinnati. U. S. A.

Dear Dr. Sabin,

I wondered what your views of the immunity situation with respect
to B virus might be. It would seem that a vaccine could be prepared at some
stage for the protection of staff such as our own. We would certainly like to
do something about this, but not having either the virus nor any information on
the immunity side, we are at something of a loss to know where to start.

We do not know whether you are still interested in this problem.
In the event that it has moved out of your field, would you let me have a
reference for some other laboratory that may be engaged in the task.

Hoping that this request is not too large, and looking forward to
seeing you again before long.


